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SMART HOME 
SPECIFICATION GUIDE

This is where our smart home becomes your 

smart home. Every Austurhöfn apartment 

comes with incredible smart home features, 

such as smart lighting, single app control, 

secure remote access, and a 7” touch screen. 

That’s not where it ends – you can also design 

your perfect smart home, including upgraded 

finishes, built-in speakers, OLED TVs, and 

motorised shades that move automatically with 

the time of day.

Just follow this guide to choose your options 

and have them installed before you move in.  

Get the ultimate smart home experience without 

having to lift a finger.
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  Your Austurhöfn home is yours to make. Add smart home features for security, convenience, and comfort. 
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SMART HOME 
BASE PACKAGE
Every Austurhöfn Smart Home comes with Lutron 
lighting control, Savant temperature control, 2N access 
control, and even Amazon’s Alexa voice control. We also 
include the Savant Smart Host, which provides a single 
app interface to your smart home on your mobile phone.

By choosing an Austurhöfn home, you are also choosing 
proven smart home technologies. Carefully selected by 
Nordic Smart Spaces, these products make up the best and 
most reliable of the smart home products available on the 
market today.

Smart Home  

Base Package
 
• Lutron Smart Lighting Control

• Savant Smart Thermostats

• Savant Smart Host

• 2N Access Control

base
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EVERY APARTMENT 
IS A SMART HOME

From the day you move in, your smart home enables  
you to control:

•   Smart lighting that allows most lights to be dimmed  
from 1% to 100%.

•   Smart scenes that turn on multiple lights with the push  
of a button. Turn the whole house off when you exit 
automatically.

•   Touch thermostats that you can control in room or on  
your phone.

•  Let guests into the building with a push of a button.

Control your home with:

•   Keypads on the wall

•   Central 7” Touch Screen

•   iOS or Android phone or tablet

•   Amazon Alexa voice control

Our systems are also compatible with 
Apple’s HomeKit and Google Home.
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SCENE CONTROL

DIMMABLE LIGHTING

AUTOMATIC SHADES

INVISIBLE SPEAKERS

SONOS INTEGRATION

MOBILE APP CONTROL

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
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ABOUT YOUR LUTRON  
SMART LIGHTING CONTROL UNIT

With Lutron lighting control in your Austurhöfn 

smart home, you’re able to control your  

lights with either the keypads on your wall,  

your smartphone, or your voice. Lutron lighting 

control works with Google Home, Apple’s 

HomeKit, and Amazon Alexa.

In addition to having flexible control of your 

lighting, each light has been pre-programmed  

to be part of multiple scenes in your house, 

allowing you to turn on all the common area 

lights and shut down all the lights in your  

house by using a single button.
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ABOUT YOUR SAVANT PRO

Savant is the latest generation of whole home 

control systems, allowing a single app to control 

all of your home systems. Your apartment 

comes pre-installed with a Savant Smart Host, 

which enables you to add audio and video 

integration into your home as well as security 

cameras and other systems as you see fit.

Using Savant on your own iOS or Android 

device doesn’t cost you anything. There are no 

annual or recurring license fees.

ABOUT YOUR 2N ACCESS CONTROL

2N provides the access control systems to 

some of the best and most secure buildings in 

the world. The Austurhöfn building comes with a 

2N system installed in every unit, allowing you  

the ability to see people who need to gain entry 

to your building, talk to them, and even let  

them into the building using the 2N app installed 

on the touch panel in every apartment.
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Choose a simple TV setup with a soundbar or create a surround sound system with speakers from 
DynAudio that disappear behind grills painted to match your wall.
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CHOOSE YOUR  
UPGRADE PACKAGE

To simplify your choices, Nordic Smart Spaces has 
created three packages for Austurhöfn. Every unit  
comes with the Smart Home Base Package, but two 
turnkey upgrades are available. The upgrades bundle 
audio and video features together for the best value.

01 02 03
PLUS PREMIUM BESPOKE
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Smart Home  

PLUS PACKAGE

 
For those who love to entertain, 
the Plus Package gives you  
great WiFi, eight Bose speakers, 
and the ability to stream music 
from your mobile device or  
direct from Spotify, TuneIn, and 
more. Additional motion sensors 
will wow your guests with 
intelligent lighting that turns on 
automatically, and you have 
wireless motorised shades for 
four windows. Everything is 
pre-installed before you move in.

Starting at €14,900

Smart Home  

PREMIUM PACKAGE

 
For those looking for a premium 
experience in Smart Home 
technology, this package gives 
you backlit keypads with laser 
engraving, motorised shades in 
every room, and streaming  
music throughout your space.  
A Savant Smart Soundbar,  
more speakers, and 4K video 
distribution are included, and  
your network is built to the 
highest standards of wired and 
wireless security.

Starting at €46,700

Smart Home  

BESPOKE PACKAGE

 
For the ultimate in flexibility,  
you can also work with Nordic 
Smart Spaces to create your  
own custom smart home. Is 
security your priority? Want to 
create the ultimate cinema  
room? Our experienced smart 
home designers will work with  
you to curate the exact smart 
home technology that matches 
your desires. Nothing more, 
nothing less.

Pricing based on specification 

01 02 03

All prices include VSK. Pricing based on Unit 216.
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Base* Plus Premium Bespoke

Lutron Lighting Control

Savant HVAC Control

2N Access Control

Savant Pro Universal Remote

Lutron Custom Wireless Shades  

Lutron Custom Motorised Shades

In-Ceiling Speakers

Savant Soundbar

Work with 
Nordic Smart 
Spaces to 
create your 
own custom 
smart home

*Included as standard in all Austurhöfn apartments
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Upgrade to the Lutron Palladiom Keypads to get custom engraving for each and every 
scene in your apartment. Available in English, Icelandic, and all European languages.

CHOOSE YOUR 
LIGHTING 
CONTROL

From wireless to wired options, our  
lighting control options give you a choice  
of finishes, custom engravings, and  
adaptive backlighting.
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Metal Pico White Glass Pico White Palladiom Metal or Glass Palladiom

The standard Austurhöfn keypad 
comes with the specially selected 
brushed nickel metal finish and a 
motion sensor for your apartment, 
helping you to turn on the lights 
even when your hands are full.

With the Plus Package, you can 
choose between the brushed 
nickel or an elegant glass/white 
keypad combination. You also get 
motion sensors for your bathroom 
and utility room.

The Premium package adds the 
exclusive Palladiom keypad, with 
an adaptive backlight that reacts to 
the ambient environment and 
custom laser engraving that gives 
you complete integrated control 
with the press of a button.

Get the most options for your 
lighting control with the Bespoke 
Package, with metal and glass 
finish options for the Palladiom 
keypad or even bedside controls 
for easy access to turn off all the 
lights when going to sleep.

PLUSBASE PREMIUM BESPOKE
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SHADES AND 
WINDOW 
TREATMENTS

Lutron shades and drapery can be used together to create amazing interiors with 
push-button convenience and syncronised opening of multiple windows.

Nordic Smart Spaces can provide you with 
pre-installed shade solutions by Lutron, 
which are made to match your exact window 
dimensions.

For the ultimate in convenience, you can 
upgrade to the Lutron Sivoia QS automated 
shade package. 
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The Base Package does not 
include any shade options.

The Plus Package includes Lutron 
wireless motorised shades for  
four windows. We measure each 
window individually and order your 
shades to fit.

The Premium Package includes 
wired motorised shades for every 
window. Nordic Smart Spaces 
installs a custom shade with a 
built-in digital motor in every 
window, which can be controlled 
individually or together to reveal 
your spectacular views.

The Bespoke Package gives you 
the ability to pick and choose 
automatic shades for some or all 
windows. For the ultimate in luxury 
and convenience, we can also 
install a motorised drapery track, 
which can open up views with  
the touch of a button.

PLUSBASE PREMIUM BESPOKE

Lutron shades are available with a variety 
of fabrics and finishes. You can also 
customise how much light shows through.
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SELECT  
YOUR AUDIO 
PACKAGE

Having a party? Stream your playlist directly from Spotify or AirPlay from your iOS device 
to one room or all of them at once.

Built-in speakers provide you with the  
best sound without taking up any space in 
your room. Great for entertaining or just  
for the music lover, these speakers can give 
you seamless sound, even as you move  
from room to room.

With options from Bose, DynAudio, and 
Bang & Olufsen, choose your desired finish 
and price.
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The Base Package does not 
include any built-in audio options.

The Plus Package includes 8 

virtually invisible Bose 591  

speakers for immersive audio in 

four different rooms.

The Premium Package includes 12 

Bose speakers to cover your house 

with music everywhere and a 

premium Savant Soundbar for your 

main TV.

If you go Bespoke, choose  

between Bose, DynAudio, and 

Bang & Olufsen speakers. For the 

ultimate in invisible technology, 

choose Amina’s Edge 7 series. 

These speakers are hidden  

behind plaster and paint and are 

completely invisible to the eye,  

but amazing to the ear. You have  

to hear – and not see – them to 

believe them.

PLUSBASE PREMIUM BESPOKE

The Plus and Premium Packages include 
Bose speakers. With Bespoke, you can 
choose from multiple manufacturers.
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HOME  
CINEMA 
PACKAGE

Nordic Smart Spaces can install the LG W-series “wallpaper” TV with multiple speaker 
options to get you the ultimate in elegant home cinema.

If you’re looking for something beyond just 
casual listening, but are seeking a full  
home cinema experience in your Austurhöfn 
apartment, look no further. From something 
as simple as a virtual surround sound  
bar to a full 9.1 surround system, Nordic 
Smart Spaces can make an everyday room 
into a cinema experience.
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The Base Package does not 
include any home cinema options.

The Plus Package does not include 

any home cinema options.

The Premium Package includes a 

Savant Soundbar that not only 

enhances your own TV-watching 

experience but also can stream 

from sources like Spotify, Pandora, 

or your own mobile device.

If you want a show-stopping 

experience, Nordic Smart  

Spaces can install any TV or 

surround sound system to your 

liking, including the LG W-series 

“wallpaper” TV, which is only  

5mm thick on the wall. Integrate 

in-wall DynAudio speakers,  

TDG Skybar ceiling surround, or  

Amina invisible speakers to make 

your TV room a home cinema.

PLUSBASE PREMIUM BESPOKE

The Savant Artison Soundbar is included 
in the Premium Package and comes with a 
customised speaker grill to match your TV. 
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SELECT YOUR 
OPTIONAL 
SERVICE  
PACKAGE

Every Nordic Smart Spaces smart home comes with a one-hour training session.

Your Austurhöfn smart home is easy to  
use and comes with all of your technology 
warrantied by the manufacturers for a  
full year.

Sometimes, it’s nice to have a bit of extra 
security and support. Nordic Smart Spaces 
offers service packages that provide training, 
security updates, and live tech support.
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Every Austurhöfn customer 
receives a one-hour training 
session on their smart home 
system.

The Plus Package adds 60 days of 

online support and the option to 

add on monthly support packages 

for as little as €99 per month.

The Premium Package adds one 

more in-person training session,  

60 days of phone support,  

and monthly support packages for 

as little as €130 per month. These  

support packages include regular  

updates on all of your systems  

and quarterly visits.

For Bespoke systems, we  

provide 90 days of support upon 

completion of the system and 

multiple in-person trainings to 

customise all of your systems to 

your liking. Monthly support 

packages are available. Prices are 

based on the complexity of your 

smart home system.

PLUSBASE PREMIUM BESPOKE

All prices include VSK. Without a service plan, all support is provided at €124 per hour. 
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Founded in 2015, Nordic Smart Spaces brings together some of the best designers of Icelandic 

Smart Homes. Kristján Hilmarsson, installer of the first smart home in Iceland (2001), and  

Michael Oh, London-based, MIT-educated designer of the Hus and Hybili-profiled “Palace in the 

Sky” (2013), have come together to create a unique company whose purpose is to bring the best in 

smart home technology to Iceland. Selected as the exclusive dealer of smart home technology  

to Austurhöfn, Nordic Smart Spaces has been involved in the design, construction, and installation 

of smart home technology for the entire project.

Nordic Smart Spaces is owned by TSP LLC, an American technology service provider founded over 

26 years ago in an MIT dorm room.

ABOUT NORDIC SMART SPACES

www.smartspaces.is  |  +354 4979701 TSP LLC  |  www.tsp.space






